.      LIBERALISM   AND  THE  MONARCHY
Constitution he wrote in 1816 that in it " the Royal authority
was not replaced by that of Parliament, but that the Crown,
realizing the danger of remaining alien to Parliament, made up
its mind to place in Parliament the centre of government and
to govern in concert with the two Houses and their leaders.
Hence this fusion and mutual balance and strengthening of
the various powers." Apart from the very serious misreading
of our constitutional development, the passage reveals a com-
plete inability to face clearly the problem of the Monarchy in
a constitutional^ system. At one time he thought the House
of Bourbon quite capable of practising a regime of freedom,
being " anti-revolutionary by nature and Liberal by necessity "*
—showing he understood only imperfectly the true nature
of Bourbon rule; in 1846 he pleaded for the Crown as " an
essential active^part of the government, an intelligent and free
person with his own ideas, feelings, wishes and will, whose
duty it was to govern in accord with the great public power set
up by the Charter." But he could never get really clear as to
the source and nature of Royal authority; he rejected Divine
right, he disliked popular sovereignty, he did not plead a con-
tract. What all this again but sheer opportunism ? Monarchy
was expedient—at least as long as it was subservient to the
desires of the preponderating middle class. We fail to find in
all this the clearness of a Thiers declaring that the King reigns
but does not govern, or the logic of Royer-Collard, who saw
clearly enough that " the day Parliament can reject the King's
ministers that day it is all over not only with the Charter but
with Monarchy," Guizot in fact took a purely utilitarian view
of the Monarchy, as of all political institutions. There was a
specific end in view—did they serve an adequate purpose ?
The specific end in view was to make the middle class safe
from democracy, the very term of which was to him like a
red rag to a bull: " It hides chaos ... it is a fatal conception
which foments war among us, a fatal conception that must be
uprooted at any cost . . . social peace is at that price, . . . The
conception of a social Republic is an attack on property; it is
both odious and impossible ; it is the most absurd and the most
1 {Quoted byThurcau-Dangin, p. 272.
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